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Abstract: Renewed interest 

in the ferroelectric 

semiconductor germanium 

telluride was recently 

triggered by the direct 

observation of a giant Rashba 

effect and a 30-year-old 

dream about a functional spin 

field-effect transistor. In this 

respect, all-electrical control 

of the spin texture in this 

material in combination with ferroelectric properties at the nanoscale would create advanced 

functionalities in spintronics and data information processing. Here, we investigate the atomic and 

electronic properties of GeTe bulk single crystals and their (111) surfaces. We succeeded to grow 

crystals possessing solely inversion domains of ~10 nm thickness parallel to each other. Using 

HAADF-TEM we observe two types of domain boundaries, one of them being similar in structure 

to the van-der-Waals gap in layered materials. This structure is responsible for the formation of 

surface domains with preferential Te termination (~68%) as we determined using photoelectron 

diffraction and XPS. The lateral dimensions of the surface domains are in the range of ~10-100 

nm, and both Ge and Te terminations reveal no reconstruction. Using spin-ARPES we establish an 

intrinsic quantitative relationship between the spin polarization of pure bulk states and the relative 

contribution of different terminations, a result which is consistent with a reversal of the spin 

texture of the bulk Rashba bands for opposite configurations of the ferroelectric polarization within 

individual nanodomains. Our findings are important for potential applications of ferroelectric 
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Rashba semiconductors in non-volatile spintronic devices with advanced memory and computing 

capabilities at the nanoscale. 

 

Keywords: germanium telluride, ferroelectric domains, Rashba effect, electronic structure, 

surface atomic structure, domain walls. 

 

The spin field-effect transistor proposed by Datta and Das more than 30 years 

ago1 paves the way for data information processing based on the electron spin. Together 

with the miniaturization of spintronic devices down to their ultimate size limit, their 

promising idea relies on the electrical manipulation of spin information transport without 

magnetic materials or external magnetic fields.2–4 To this end, the combination of 

ferroelectricity and spin-orbit coupling, such as in GeTe, represents an alternative route 

towards multifunctional devices with potential applications in future information 

technologies.5  

 GeTe has been known for a long time as a narrow gap semiconductor and 

thermoelectric material.6–9 One of its unique properties is that it exhibits a reversible 

transition between crystalline and amorphous states which is also important for 

applications in non-volatile phase-change random access memories (PCRAMs).10 

Recently, rhombohedral germanium telluride (α-GeTe) in single crystalline form has 

attracted a lot of attention as an intriguing material belonging to the class of ferroelectric 

Rashba semiconductors.5,11–15 In fact, α-GeTe is one of the few known binary ferroelectric 

semiconductors with a narrow band gap. The chemical bond is less ionic and less covalent 

than that of its IV-VI analogs; this is the origin of rhombohedral distortion and 

spontaneous electric polarization of α-GeTe ascribed to an ordered Peierls dimerization.16 

It is described based on the concept of resonant bonding 17 from the fact that six bonds 

and three valent electrons per atom are in GeTe so that the p electron density is highly 

delocalized and polarizable resulting in high optical dielectric constants. The unique 

combination of p-metallicity and ferroelectricity enables large spin-orbit splitting driven 

by an internal electric field through the Rashba effect.11–15 Indeed, a giant Rashba-type 

spin splitting of electronic states in GeTe was observed by spin- and angle-resolved 

photoemission (spin-ARPES)12–15,18 and it was shown that the spin polarization can be 

switched by applying an external voltage19 The relationship between the circulation of 

electron spins at the Fermi surface and the direction of the ferroelectric polarization was 

further investigated by spin-ARPES15 and ferroelectric order in single domains of few 

nanometers in size was observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)20 

Consequently, GeTe is being considered as a unique platform for programmable 

spintronic devices with full-electrical switching. 
In ferroelectrics, however, the switching process includes moving of domain 

walls.21–23 At the nanoscale, α-GeTe exhibits a domain structure which can be different 

depending on the twinning plane.24 The most common structure is the so-called 

herringbone structure of hierarchical morphology.24,25 In such a multidomain structure, 

polarization reversal may involve intermediate steps, which lead to a deterioration of 

ferroelectric effects.26 Equally important, the atomic structure of domain boundaries, 

which can strongly influence the domain wall mobility, has not yet been studied precisely. 
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Since the mechanism of ferroelectric repolarization is closely related to the properties of 

the domain structure, and the switching processes are highly influenced by the atomic 

structure of domain walls, engineering and manufacturing efficient GeTe-based 

spintronic devices requires deep understanding of the domain structure.  

Up to date, previous photoemission studies on GeTe have been mainly focused on 

(111)-oriented films grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).12–15,18,19 In these studies, 

the MBE grown films possess a single Te-terminated surface which is generally more 

stable. In this context, a surface-engineering strategy was recently put forward to access 

the inverted ferroelectric polarization of the Ge-terminated surface.15 In most of the cases, 

the studied films were assumed to be single domain, however, domains are clearly visible 

for films grown on InP substrates.19 Based on density-functional theory (DFT) 

calculations,15 it was shown that the surface electronic structure associated to Te and Ge 

terminations is different, with their corresponding Rashba-split surface states exhibiting 

opposite spin textures and lying below (above) the Fermi level for Te- (Ge-) terminated 

surfaces. Moreover, the spin splitting of bulk states is caused by the ferroelectric 

distortion,27 with the spin polarization pointing in opposite directions according the 

tendency of the Te-rich (Ge-rich) surface to display outwards (inwards) ferroelectric 

polarization. Experimentally, Ge-termination was not obtained for as-grown films, 

probably due to the lower surface energy associated to Te-termination.12 Therefore films 

grown in quasi-equilibrium conditions are expected to always possess single Te-

termination. Consequently, a pristine Ge-terminated surface is only possible to obtain by 

cleaving GeTe bulk single crystals, whose atomic and electronic properties have 

remained unexplored so far. 

The cleavage plane for GeTe is exactly (111) and goes through longer Ge-Te 

bonds. Mono-domain single crystals of α-GeTe only exist in a scale of tens of nanometers 

due to the domain structure.24 To obtain flat surfaces, the structure should include solely 

inversion domains parallel to each other, which is not typical for GeTe. Generally, the 

domain structure can be controlled by deviation from stoichiometry and by heat treatment 

in the temperature range of the cubic-to-rhombohedral phase transition.   

In this work, we investigate the influence of the domain structure of α-GeTe single 

crystals with parallel inversion domains on the atomic and electronic structure of the (111) 

surface. To this end, the crystals are cleaved in situ and characterized using a 

complementary set of the modern experimental tools, including atomic resolution 

scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) combined with energy 

dispersive X-ray analysis (STEM-EDX), scanning tunneling and atomic force microscopy 

(STM/AFM), ARPES and spin-ARPES, X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and X-

ray photoelectron diffraction (XPD).  

We show that in the case of inversion domains there are two type of boundaries: 

flat Te-Te boundaries of the van der Waals (vdW) type and non-planar boundaries of 

more complex structure including a corrugated Ge layer. The natural cleavage plane 

proceeds not only between Te-Te layers but also though domains of different polarity, 

resulting in surface domains of both Te and Ge terminations in the ratio of 68/32. Both 

terminations reveal no reconstruction. The Te-terminated surface shows minor 

relaxation of ~3 % and a surface core level shift (SCLS) in the Te 4d spectra 
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corresponding to the potential due to the internal polarization of the top domains. Band 

structure study reveals surface states associated to Te termination that exhibit large spin 

splitting and high degree of spin polarization, but also previously unmeasured bulk-

derived surface resonances up to high binding energies as well as bulk states with 

reduced spin polarization, the magnitude of which is intrinsically related to the relative 

contribution of both Te and Ge terminations in a quantitative way. Finally, the surface 

domains of different termination could be a platform for the development of 

multifunctional spintronic devices, where the electrical reconfiguration of the information 

encoded by the electron spin could be exploited, for instance, in non-volatile ultrahigh 

density data storage applications. 

 

Results and discussion 

Bulk domain structure and atomic structure of domain boundaries 

As grown GeTe during cooling undergoes a martensite-type phase transition at 

630-700 K (depending on its stoichiometry) from the rock salt 𝐹𝑚3$𝑚 structure (b-GeTe) 

to the rhombohedral R3m structure (a-GeTe) stable at room temperature, where one of 

the cubic [111]c directions becomes the polar rhombohedral [111]R or the hexagonal 

[001]H direction.24 A relative displacement of the Ge and Te sublattices along the [111]R 

direction makes the planar distances between successive (111) Ge and (111) Te planes 

unequal as 1.48 Å and 2.15 Å, with the corresponding Ge-Te bond lengths of 2.84 Å and 

3.15 Å.28 As a consequence of this transformation, the crystal becomes non-

centrosymmetric. The rhombohedral crystals always contain domains with different 

orientations. Different angles between domains appear depending on the mutual 

orientation of the corresponding (111) type planes: 71°, 109° and 180°. Possible domain 

wall configurations are schematically presented in Fig. 1. According to Snykers et al.,24 

domains can be organized as reflection twins showing head to head coupling (Fig. 1b,d) 

along (100) and (110) planes and rotation twins with head to tail coupling along (100) and 

(110) planes (Fig. 1c,e). They form the so-called herringbone structure which can be 

revealed by microscopy.25 Inversion boundaries of planar arrangement are formed by 

rotation twins, when the boundary is parallel to the trigonal axis, and reflection twins with 

the boundary perpendicular to the trigonal axis. From a common structural consideration 

for the latter case four types of domain walls are possible with two shorter distances 

around Ge or Te and with two longer distances around Ge or Te (Fig. 1g-j). Thus, in 

Fig. 1g and h, the center layer (Te/Ge) appears «overbonded», and the flanking (Ge/Te) 

«underbonded», whereas in Fig. 1 i,j the center layer is «underbonded» in its entirety.	
Therefore, Snykers model is of fully geometrical nature and considers unrelaxed bonds 

without taking into account the chemistry of constituent elements. It mostly aims at 

explaining the possible mutual orientation of different domains rather than atomic 

structure of domain walls. The atomic structure of domain wall is in fact a subject of 

detailed investigation as described above. 

Generally, a-GeTe crystals possess a domain structure of the herringbone type. 

Meanwhile, the appearance of different domain structures depends on the deviation from 
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stoichiometry and post-growth temperature regime. This gives insight on how to control 

the resulting domain arrangement on the surface. 

 
Figure 1. (a) Atomic structure of high-temperature cubic GeTe with the directions of the 

rhombohedral distortion. (b)-(e) Schematic representation of mutual domain orientation with 

different twining plane. (f)-(j) Different possibilities of the inversion domain stacking.  

 
For our crystals, solely inversion domain boundaries perpendicular to [111]R are 

observed. They are clearly seen from the zeroth order bright-field TEM image and dark-

field TEM image (using reflections 003H and 006H) of the same area taken along the zone 

axis [2-1-1]R (Figs. 2a,b). 

In bright field mode, successive domains with inversion domain boundaries are 

observed to have the same background contrast independent of the diffraction conditions. 

In dark field mode, the domains have opposite contrast (dark-bright) under multiple beam 

conditions and the specific selection of the active reflections.24 In both bright- and dark 

field modes we clearly observe an alternation of sharp and wavy (stepwise) interfaces 

perpendicular to [111]R, which we identify as the AA and BB interfaces, respectively. 

Both AA and BB are inversion domain boundaries, which appear due to the loss of the 

inversion symmetry upon the phase transition. The medium distance between two BB 

domain boundaries is 12.3 nm with an average of 13.6±7 nm. Snykers et al.24 and Lee et 

al.25 previously detected inversion domain boundaries in GeTe in more complex 

configurations like herringbone structures, which differ from our situation. 

Further investigation of the domain boundaries with HAADF-STEM uncovers that 

the atomic structure of both type of interfaces is different from those we derive based on 

the common structural consideration discussed above. In more detail, Figs. 2c,f,g 

evidence that the BB boundaries are atomically flat while the stepwise AA interfaces go 

through different layers. These twin boundaries are similar to twinning dislocations, a 

term used for deformation twins.31 These boundaries perpendicular to the [001]H 

direction cause streaks along the cH* axis in the corresponding diffraction patterns shown 

in Fig. 2f.  
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Figure 2. (a) Zeroth order bright-field TEM image and (b) corresponding dark-field TEM image, 

while selecting the 003H and 006H reflections, of zone [2-1-1]R =[1-10]H where a couple of type 

BB (AA) domain boundaries are marked with yellow (blue) arrows. (c) Averaged HAADF-STEM 

image of zone [2-1-1]R using a short frame time (2.52s) to limit distortions, showing a sharp BB 

interface in a single layer (yellow arrows) and a stepwise AA interface (blue arrows) with a marked 

Burgers vector. (d) Strain map of the HAADF STEM image in (a) calculated with StatSTEM29 using 

the Te-Te interlayer distances projected onto the cH direction. Positive values indicate an increase 

in the projected interlayer Te-Te distance relative to the distance in the undistorted parent 

compound, negative values a decrease. (e) Our proposed model for the domain structure. (f) 

HAADF-STEM image of zone [1-10]R=[100]H with type BB (yellow) and type AA (blue) interfaces, 

where (j) shows a diffraction pattern of the corresponding zone with slight streaks along the cH* 

axis caused by the domain boundaries perpendicular to the [001]H direction. (g) Enlargement of 

the two areas in (f). (h) Parallel to (001), a gradual occupancy transition occurs at the AA interface 

between the two Ge rows (schematic representation). (i) Line profile of the red area in (f), fitted 

with Fityk,30 showing the experimental data (green dots), the total fitted curve (red line) and the 

separate Gaussian fits with a constant background (blue striped line). At the AA interface, the two 

separate Ge positions between the Te layers have clearly a lower intensity, which supports the 

gradual occupancy transition. (k) Interstitial Ge atoms inside the BB interface.  
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Figure 2d shows the strain map calculated from the interatomic distances in the 

HAADF-STEM images. The relative shift of the Ge and Te sublattices along the [111]R 

direction, which occurs in opposite senses in neighboring domains, explains the observed 

expansion and compression at the interface. It is clearly seen that the flatter part of the 

AA boundary has higher tensile strain. In the projection at the expanded AA interface, 

either a centered Ge site or two Ge sites between the Te layers are visible in the HAADF-

STEM images. Note that these images are projections of the structure over the whole 

atom column and in every unit cell only one of two Ge positions at the AA interface can 

be occupied due to geometric restrictions (Fig. 1c,d,f,h). Lee et al.25 observed an 

expansion strain at this interface, but suggest a centered Ge atom. In their case, however, 

the domain boundary is 5 nm-thick, while the size of our domain boundaries is at the 

atomic scale. 

In contrast to the AA boundary, a uniform compressive strain is calculated around 

the BB boundary and is shown in Fig, 2d. This strain can be released by pushing Ge atoms 

out or, in other words, by the accumulation of cation vacancies, which leads to two 

consecutive (111) Te planes. Such vacancies are available and always present in GeTe 

since its equilibrium homogeneity range is totally shifted to the Te-rich side, so the 

vacancy concentration can reach 1.5 at.% giving a hole concentration from 1019 to 

1021 cm-3 for Ge- and Te- boundaries, respectively.32–35 Our samples are Te-enriched 

and, therefore, the bulk density of vacancies is sufficient to form BB interfaces with mean 

spacing of ~10 nm. The BB interface seems to be similar to the vdW gap in layered 

Bi2Te3.36,37 The decisive role of vacancies in the formation of such interfaces is supported 

by the fact that the domain structure with planar inversion domain is favored for Te-rich 

GeTe. This agrees with Sist et al.35 who speculated the possibility of vacancy 

accumulation at domain boundaries. It should be noted that non-random vacancy 

distribution such as the BB interface occurs due to the necessity of local charge 

neutrality, and leads to extended defects also in some other materials such as e.g. TiOx, 

NbOx Magneli phases 38,39. 

The structure of BB domain boundaries implies their lower mobility and, hence, 

slower switching than those for Snykers model (Fig. 1h), since this involves atomic 

motion from one layer to another. More examples of HAADF-STEM images can be found 

in Supporting information (Figs SI1 – SI4). 

 

Surface structure and termination  

Planar configuration of the inversion domains enables a large quasi-flat cleavage 

plane corresponding to the [111] direction. However, the SEM and AFM images in 

Fig. 3a,b reveal that the surface has a relatively high roughness. The step height is in 

the nm range and comparable with but generally smaller than the typical domain thickness 

as it directly follows from Fig 3c. Therefore, the cleavage plane unavoidably proceeds 

through domains of different polarity i.e., not only along BB boundaries presenting vdW- 

like gaps. The lateral dimensions of surface domains are in the range of tens to hundreds 

of nanometers as it follows from our AFM and STM measurements. Within flat areas, 

atomic steps with a height corresponding to a Ge-Te (111) bilayer (0.36 nm) or 2 bilayers 
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are typically observed. Examples are given in Figs. 3e-h. In very rare cases, true atomic 

steps of about 0.17 – 0.20 nm can be distinguished. These steps are likely related to the 

AA boundaries since the cleavage plane proceeds through the breaking of longer Ge-Te 

bonds. 

  
 

Figure 3. Steps at GeTe (111) cleavage surface: (a) as measured by SEM (cleaved in air), (b) AFM 

image (cleaved in air), (c) step height distribution (green, from AFM) and BB domain spacing (red, 

from TEM). (d) STM image of clean surface, (e), (f) atomic steps revealed by STM and (g),(h) 

corresponding height profiles along the white dashed lines shown in (e),(f). The STM images were 

measured at U = -3.0 V and I = 40 pA (d), U = 2.5 V and I = 25 pA (e), and U = 2.2 V and 

I = 45 pA (f). 

 

Apart from steps we observed two types of atomic scale defects: (i) dark 

depressions with three-fold symmetry which are better seen in the images measured at 

large bias voltages and (ii) bright protrusions which are resolved in all the range of bias 

voltages (see also Figs. S5 and S6 of the Supporting information). The defect density is 

about 2-3*108 cm-2. Additional measurements performed under different conditions 

further support that bright defects correspond to adatoms, while dark depressions are 

related to subsurface defects in the GeTe lattice. It should be mentioned that the surface 

areas with increased number of bright protrusions are evidently related to the more 

chemically reactive Ge-termination (Fig. S5b).  

More insight on the atomic structure of the surface domains is provided in Fig. 4. 

Both LEED (Fig. 4a) and STM measurements (Fig. 4b,c) demonstrate six-fold symmetry 

with an atomic spacing corresponding to the Ge-Ge (or Te-Te) distance in the layer 

(Fig. 4b) or a honeycomb pattern (Fig. 4c). The latter is recorded at the same surface 

domain and fits well to the joint atomic motif of the very surface layer and the next 

underlying atomic layer. The appearance of two different patterns depends not only on 
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the bias voltage but also on the tip-to-surface distance, tunnelling gap resistance and tip 

state. It should be mentioned that we obtained atomic resolution exclusively at relatively 

low tip-to-surface distances, and therefore, the influence of the tip state is rather high. 

As a consequence, the two different patterns measured from the same surface area can 

be explained by strong tip-to-surface interaction at very small tunneling gaps, which lead 

to the modification of the surface atom electronic structure40 and to substantial 

relaxations of the surface atoms during scanning41. Different relaxations of Ge and Te 

atoms interacting with the W[001] tip atom enable this situation when both sublattices of 

the GeTe (111) surface bilayer are visualized by STM. All in all, both LEED and STM 

clearly evidence the (1x1) ordering and the absence of a structural reconstruction as 

predicted theoretically by DFT modelling.42  

 

  
 

Figure 4. Atomic structure of the GeTe (111) surface: (a) LEED pattern measured at 60.6 eV, (b), 

(c) STM images obtained at approximately the same tunneling gap resistance but different tip 

states. The STM images were measured at U = 0.5 V and I = 40 pA (b), and U = 0.45 V and 

I = 30 pA (c).  The images are shown with the GeTe lattice overlaid. Grey and red circles show 

the positions of Te and Ge atoms in the top bilayer (based on the bulk structure).  

 
  To obtain further insight into both surface terminations and their atomic structure, 

we used photoelectron diffraction - a method sensitive to the local structure around an 

atom of interest.43,44 The corresponding Ge 3d and Te 4d diffraction patterns are shown 

in Fig. 5. It should be emphasized that for a Te-terminated surface Ge atoms have 3 Te 

atoms above with shorter distance whereas for a Ge-terminated surface Ge atoms (in the 

third layer) have 3 Te atoms above with longer distances. By analogy, each Te atom for 

a Ge-terminated surface has 3 Ge atoms above with shorter distances whereas for a Te-

terminated surface Te atoms (in the third layer) have 3 Ge atoms above with longer bond 

lengths. This gives rise to the similarity between the simulated Ge 3d pattern 

corresponding to the Te-terminated surface in Fig. 5e and the simulated Te 4d pattern 

corresponding to Ge-terminated surface in Fig. 5h. Very clearly, the experimental 

diffraction patterns for both core levels can only described properly if a combination of 

the structures corresponding to Ge and Te terminations are considered, a result which is 

again consistent with the formation of a natural multidomain structure related to the two 

terminations in absence of surface reconstruction. Optimization plots for both patterns 

presented in Fig. 5e correspond to the Ge-termination covers 32±8 % of the total area. 

The error was estimated as described in Ref.45 In addition, the first interatomic distance 
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was optimized for both terminations resulting in a negligible contraction of 1.5% for Te 

and 0.5% for Ge.  

  

Figure 5. Photoelectron diffraction patterns of GeTe (111) A+B surface. (a)-(d) Ge 3d and (f)-(i) 

Te 4d diffraction patterns at electron kinetic energies of 565 and 555 eV, respectively. (a),(f) 

Experimental diffraction patterns. (b)-(d) and (g)-(i): Corresponding simulations for (b),(g) mixed, 

(c),(h) Ge and (d),(i) Te terminations. (e) R-factor dependence on the contribution of the Ge-

terminated surface.  

 High-resolution XPS measurements and DFT calculations shown in Fig. 6 reveal 

that for the shallow Te 4d core level the photoemission peak has at least two components 

split by -0.38 eV, with their intensity ratio depending on the probing depth (Figs. 6d). 

More in detail, in the kinetic energy range of 50-400 eV the intensity of the low binding 

energy (BE) component decreases evidencing its surface nature (see Fig. S7 of the 

Supporting information). Similarly, the Ge 3d peak in Fig. 6c cannot be described by a 

single component, however in this case the intensity ratio of individual components has 

no pronounced dispersion as a function of kinetic energy.  

 To model core level shifts we calculated 12-layer slab having both Te- and Ge-

termination from different sides (first layer corresponds to Ge termination and twelfth 

layer is Te termination). According to Fig. 6a both Te and Ge terminations undergo 

surface relaxation which involves a slight contraction of the first (short) interlayer 

distance and an increase of the second (long) interlayer distance by about 3%. This agrees 

qualitatively to the XPD data described above. Besides, the effective charge for Te or Ge 

atoms is different for the atoms located within different layers due to the outwards 

polarization Pout of the Te-terminated surface or the inwards polarization Pin of the Ge-

terminated surface. This is illustrated in Fig. 6b. For that reason, surface Te atoms bear 

a charge different from that of the second Te layer according to the calculation. This 

causes the negative surface core-level shift of -0.34 eV that explains our experimental 

observations. The shift for each layer is different, therefore, we model theoretical core-

level spectra for Te- and Ge-terminated surfaces taking into account not only the surface 

sensitivity but also the contribution of each individual layer. The partial contributions are 

shown in Fig. 6e-h. Both Te 4d and Ge 3d spectra can be qualitatively described by 

considering mixed contributions from both the Te- and Ge-terminated surface, as shown 
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in Figs. 6c,d. In particular, from the results of Fig. 5 and 6 taken altogether, we derive 

relative contributions of 68±8% and 32±8% from Te and Ge termination, respectively. It 

should also be noted that for a GeTe surface exhibiting a herringbone domain 

configuration mentioned above, the spectral shape would be different from the one seen 

in Figs. 6c,d as it was measured in Ref. 46. In addition, the experimental SCLS of -0.38 eV 

in Te 4d spectra serves as indication for the Rashba effect occurring at the surface. 

 
  
 

Figure 6.  Core-level spectra of GeTe (111) A+B surface. (a) Layer-resolved DFT calculation of 

the interlayer distances for short and long Ge-Te bonds (relative to simulated bulk distances) for 

a 12-layer slab modelling both terminations. (b) Calculated core-level shifts for the different 

layers of the same slab. (c), (d) Comparison between experimental and DFT calculated core-level 

spectra for (c) Ge 3d and (d) Te 4d core-levels. The theoretical spectra correspond to a mixed 

termination of 32% Ge and 68% Te. All experimental and theoretical spectra were obtained with a 

fixed kinetic energy of 50 eV for Ge 3d5/2 and Te 4d5/2. (e)-(h) Separated contributions from the 

different layers in the calculated spectra of (e),(g) Ge 3d and (f),(h) Te 4d core levels for (e), (f) 

Ge- and (g),(h) Te-terminated surfaces. (i) Spectromicroscopy map showing Ge to Te ratio as 

obtained from Ge 3d and Te 4d intensity maps (for more details see Supporting Information file). 

(j) Corresponding line profiles as extracted from the vertical and horizontal lines labeled 1 and 2 

in (i).  
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 Direct mapping of surface composition is shown in Fig.6 h. In detail, the Ge/Te 

ratio is displayed after background subtraction as described in the Supporting Information 

file. From this result we estimate that under our experimental conditions the Ge/Te ratio 

varies from 1.21 for Ge-termination to 0.82 for Te-termination. This fits well to our 

experimental observations indicating the presence of tens to hundreds nm areas of 

different terminations, that is fully in line with the AFM data discussed above. 

  

Electronic and spin structure  

To further understand the influence of the multidomain structure on the electronic 

properties, we performed ARPES measurements at different photon energies as shown in 

Figs. 7 and 8. It is understood that the size of the synchrotron light spot (>100 µm) largely 

exceeds the lateral dimensions of the surface nanodomains and, thus, by ARPES we probe 

a mixture of both Te and Ge terminations. If we now compare the energy-momentum 

dispersions measured at 25 eV (Figs. 7a-e) and 21 eV (Figs. 7f-j), we identify distinct 

surface and bulk-related features, the character of which can be clearly recognized 

because pure bulk states display a strong photon energy dependence or kZ dispersion,47,48 

as evidenced when comparing Figs. 7b and 7g as well as from the results in Fig. 8.  

 

 
 

Figure 7. High-resolution ARPES dispersions of GeTe (111) bulk single crystal sampled with 

photon energies of (a)-(e) 25 eV and (f)-(j) 21 eV along different directions of the surface Brillouin 

zone. (a), (f) Full photoemission mapping around the Γ" point. The Γ"-K$  and Γ"-M$  directions are 

oriented parallel to the in-plane electron wave vectors k||" and k||# respectively. (b), (g) Energy-

momentum dispersions along the Γ"-K$ direction. Surface states, surface resonances and bulk states 

are denoted as SS, SR1 (SR2) and BS, respectively. (c)-(e), (h)-(j) Corresponding constant-energy 

surfaces extracted at different binding energies from the full photoemission mapping in (a), (f). 
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 The Rashba split surface state (denoted as SS in figures) can be seen crossing the 

Fermi level in the full photoemission mapping shown in Figs. 7a and 7f, as well as in the 

corresponding energy-momentum dispersions taken along the Γ$-K'  direction of the 

surface Brillouin zone (Figs. 7b,g).  

 The lack of photon energy dependence or kz dispersion of the surface state is also 

evident from the results shown in Fig. 8 (here, the Z point in the fifth bulk Brillouin zone 

is observed at hn=22 eV, which corresponds to kz=2.61 Å-1 and an inner potential 

U0=8.5 eV, as derived by taking into account the lattice constant c=5.98 Å-1 along the z 

direction). In agreement with previous works,11–15,18,19 the surface state exhibits strongly 

warped snowflake contours as it can be seen in the constant-energy surfaces of Figs. 7c-

e and 7h-j for different binding energies. In particular, we derive a giant momentum 

splitting of Dk=0.12 Å-1 as expected for the surface state associated to Te termination 

with an outwards polarization Pout.12  

 

 
 

Figure 8. (a) Energy-momentum dispersions of surface states (SS), surface resonances (SR1-SR4) 

and bulk states (BS) as a function of photon energy. The Z point of the bulk Brilluoin zone is 

located at 22 eV photon energy. (b)-(d) Constant-energy surfaces extracted from (a) at binding 

energies of (b) EB= 0.07 eV, (c) 0.51 eV and (d) 1.4 eV. The bottom panels selectively show 

momentum-distribution curves (red solid lines) extracted at the energy positions corresponding 

to the horizontal white dashed lines displayed on the constant-energy surfaces. (e)-(g) Energy-

momentum dispersions extracted from (a) at photon energies of (e) 17 eV, (f) 22 eV, and (g) 26 

eV. In each panel, the second derivative of the photoemission intensity d2I/dE2 is shown on the 

right. 
  

 At binding energies smaller than 0.6 eV, we also identify bulk-derived surface 

resonance states SR1 and SR2 which appear as weakly dispersing features with varying 
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photon energy (Figs. 8a-c). Their intensity can also be resolved in the constant-energy 

surfaces of Figs. 7c-e and 7h-j where they display six-fold symmetry and a strong 

overlap with the energy-momentum dispersion of pure bulk states (denoted as BS in 

figures).  

 While near the Fermi level and away from the Γ$ point we observe SR1 and SR2 

states to split-off from pure bulk states, their separation in energy-momentum space 

with respect to dispersion of the bulk bands appears less pronounced than previously 

observed on single-terminated Te surfaces of MBE films.18 Moreover, due photoemission 

matrix-element effects,47,48 we observe a strong modulation in the relative intensity from 

surface resonances and bulk states as a function of photon energy (see e.g., Figs. 8b and 

8c). In fact, because of the dispersing nature of the bulk bands with kZ and the influence 

of matrix elements, we are only able to resolve the separation between bulk bands and 

SR1 or SR2 states at off-normal wave vectors in some specific regions of the bulk 

Brillouin zone. These difficulties could be one of the reasons why SR1 and SR2 states 

were interpreted as pure bulk states in Refs. 12,13. In our present data, the separation 

between SR1 and bulk states in the immediate vicinity of the Fermi level is well resolved 

at photon energies around 17 eV, while the same is true at photon energies around 22 eV 

or near the Z point for the separation between SR2 and bulk states at binding energies of 

~0.5 eV. For instance, both separations can be seen in the momentum-distribution curves 

shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 8b and 8c, where the intensity from bulk states forms 

shoulders on the sides corresponding to smaller k||" wave vectors around the SR1 and 

SR2 peaks. Similarly, at 17 eV photon energy, well-separated features corresponding to 

SR1, SR2 and bulk states are resolved near the Fermi level in the second derivative 

d2I/dE2 of the photoemission intensity near k||"~±0.2 Å-1 wave vectors (right panel in Fig. 

8e). On the other hand, for |k||"|<0.2 Å-1 and at photon energies above 26 eV (Fig. 8g), 

the intensity near the Fermi level is dominated by the contribution from bulk states which 

appear as intense and strongly dispersing features (compare e.g., Figs. 7b,g and 8e-g). 

 Overall, we find good agreement concerning the energy position and the dispersion 

of the bands with the DFT calculations of Ref. 15, where SR1 and SR2 states are well 

reproduced in the calculated band dispersion of the Te-terminated surface.15 This is also 

the case at binding energies above 0.8 eV in Fig. 8, where we find previously 

unmeasured features (labeled SR3 and SR4) without kZ dispersion (see e.g., Fig. 8d). 

These states appear as very narrow features with strong surface character exhibiting a 

Rashba splitting which can be resolved directly in Figs. 8d-g. For SR3 states, the 

momentum splitting is more pronounced and reaches values as large as Dk=0.07 Å-1 in 

agreement with the theoretical prediction.15 It should be emphasized that these states are 

different than the pure bulk states appearing at binding energies above 1.5 eV observed 

previously.14 

Let us now come back to the dispersion of the bulk bands which is expected to be 

identical for both Te and Ge terminations except for the opposite spin polarization of the 

bands.15 Most recently, it was shown that the bulk bands of GeTe MBE films possessing 

a single Te termination are almost fully spin polarized,18 and that the magnitude of the 

spin polarization is similar for both bulk and surface bands.18 It was also established that 

the magnitude of the total spin polarization P#$% =	 (P"& + P'& + P(&))/& is rather independent 
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of the spin-orbit coupling strength,27 revealing the importance of the ferroelectric 

distortion, and thus the measured values of P#$% in GeTe directly represent the properties 

of the ground state.18 Keeping this in mind, we explored the magnitude and direction of 

the three-dimensional spin polarization vector for both surface and bulk states as shown 

in Fig. 9. 

To this end, the spin polarization of the Rashba split surface state was acquired at 

19.5 eV photon energy and at off-normal wave vectors of k||"=0.42 Å-1 along the Γ$-K' 

direction (Fig. 9a) to reduce the influence of hybridization effects with SR1 states in the 

measured spin polarization. Under these conditions, we also observe the pure bulk states 

exhibiting a hole-like dispersion at binding energies above 1.5 eV in Fig. 9a.14 We further 

checked the spin polarization at 28 eV photon energy and at electron wave vectors 

k||"=0.18 Å-1 where the photoelectron intensity is dominated by the contribution of pure 

bulk states (Fig. 9b). The spin-resolved energy-distribution curves corresponding to the 

momentum cuts indicated by white dashed lines in Figs. 9a and 9b are displayed in Figs. 

9c-e and 9f-h, respectively. Here, the S' (S") and P' (P") components are perpendicular 

(parallel) to the electron momentum k||" and lie on the surface plane, while the out-of-

plane S( and P( components are perpendicular to the surface plane.  

 

 
 
Figure 9. (a), (b) Energy-momentum dispersions of surface states (SS) and bulk states (BS) 

acquired in a wide binding energy range below the Fermi level and at photon energies of (a) 19.5 

eV and (b) 28 eV. The different white dashed lines in (a) and (b) indicate the momentum cuts at 

which spin-resolved spectra in (c)-(e) and (f)-(h) have been taken, respectively. (c)-(h) Spin up 

(upwards red triangles) and spin down (downwards blue triangles) energy-distribution curves (left 

panels) and net spin polarizations (right panels) acquired along the three momentum axes at (c)-

(e) 19.5 eV and (f)-(h) 28 eV photon energy. The spin projections Sy (Sx) and spin polarization Py 

(Px) are oriented perpendicular (parallel) to the electron momentum k||" , while the Sz and Pz 

components are perpendicular to the crystal surface. Spin down and negative spin polarization in 

(c) correspond to a clockwise rotation of electron spins as seen for the outer surface band, while 

in (d) to an additional out-of-plane canting of the spins in the direction towards the sample surface.  
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Near the Fermi level, from Figs. 8 and 9b, we derive a momentum splitting of bulk 

states of about Dk=0.08 Å-1. The energy splitting DE of surface and bulk states in the 

spin-resolved data of Figs. 9c-e and 9f-h is about 210 meV at k||"=0.42 Å-1 and 90 meV 

at k||"=0.18 Å-1, respectively. Taking into account these values, which are consistent with 

a linear scaling of the Rashba splitting, we derive a global Rashba parameter aR= 

2E0/k0=2.8±0.8 eV×Å-1, where 2E0~ DE and k0~ Dk/2. This value of aR is close to the one 

predicted in recent bulk structure calculations.49  

In Figs. 9c-e, it is seen that the spin vector component of the surface state along 

the x direction is negligible, while along the y direction it is oriented counterclockwise 

(clockwise) for the inner (outer) surface band, in agreement with the Rashba-type spin 

texture.12 Along the z direction, we also observe non-zero spin polarization values which 

are consistent with the strong warping of the surface-state constant-energy contours 

(Figs. 7c-e and 7h-j), however, the values of P(  are about two times larger than 

previously reported.14 In particular, we derive a maximum absolute spin polarization for 

the surface state bands of 1P#$%++ 1=0.7±0.1 . Differently from this, for the bulk states at 19.5 

eV in Figs. 9c-e the absolute spin polarization is substantially reduced and amounts to 

1P#$%,+ 1 =0.3 ± 0.1. These lower values of the spin polarization of bulk states are 

quantitatively consistent with the results at 28 eV in Figs. 9f-h from which we derive 

1P#$%,+ 1=0.34±0.1. We do note that the reversed spin splitting of bulk states at binding 

energies above 1.5 eV is consistent with their hole-like dispersion as established in 

previous DFT calculations.15 Connected to this, the appearance of a S" component in Fig. 

9g is likely related to the momentum and energy dependence in the relative contribution 

from s and p3/2 orbitals, however, this has a negligible influence on the magnitude 

of	1P#$%,+ 1.18 
The lower values of 1P#$%,+ 1 we observe are in contrast to the high degree of spin 

polarization of bulk states revealed for single Te-terminated film surfaces,18 pinpointing 

the crucial role of the multidomain structure revealed in the present work in reducing the 

values of 1P#$%,+ 1 . Assuming that 1P#$%++ 1 ≈ 	 1P#$%,+ 1	 as shown in Ref. 18, for a single Te-

terminated crystal surface, we would have expected values of 1P#$%,+ 1	of about 0.7. If we 

now take into account our quantitative estimation of a 68/32 ratio in the relative 

contribution from Te and Ge terminations, respectively, we derive an expectation value 

of 1P#$%,+ 1 ≈ 0.7×(0.68-0.32)~0.26 which is in quantitative agreement with our mean 

experimental value of 0.32±0.1. We thus conclude that there is an intrinsic relationship 

between the opposite configurations of the ferroelectric polarization within the 

multidomain structure and the measured values of the bulk spin polarization. This unique 

correspondence is important especially considering that the large spin splitting of bulk 

states at the Fermi level and the electrical switchability of the spin polarization at the 

nanoscale could be exploited in novel functionalities of GeTe in non-volatile spintronic 

devices. 

 

Conclusions  

 To summarize, using a complementary set of state-of-the-art experimental tools, 

we have investigated the atomic and electronic structure of GeTe (111) bulk single 
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crystals grown by a direct solidification method. We have found a bulk domain structure 

consisting of inversion domains possessing two distinct types of boundaries i.e., non-

planar boundaries with a complex structure and flat Te-Te boundaries of the vdW type, 

both with dimensions at the atomic scale. The configuration of the inversion domains 

enables a cleavage plane along the [111] direction which proceeds through domains of 

different polarity, resulting in surface domains of both Te and Ge terminations.  The 

lateral dimensions of the surface domains are in the range of tens to hundreds of 

nanometers, and both terminations reveal no reconstruction. Our results show good 

quantitative agreement between the calculated and experimental Ge 3d and Te 4d 

photoelectron diffraction patterns and corresponding core levels. The Te-terminated 

surface shows a relaxation of ~3% and a surface core-level shift in the Te 4d spectra 

associated to the potential due to the internal polarization of the top domains. The 

quantitative analysis reveals a 68/32 ratio in the relative contribution from surface 

domains of Te and Ge termination, respectively.  

This result is consistent with our identification of spin-split surface states and 

surface resonances up to high binding energies in the band structure associated to the 

Te-termination. Finally, we have established an intrinsic quantitative relationship 

between the magnitude of the spin polarization of pure bulk states and the relative 

contribution of different terminations to the spin polarization. This correspondence is 

consistent with a reversal of the spin texture of the bulk Rashba bands for opposite 

configurations of the ferroelectric polarization within individual nanodomains.  

 The electrical reconfigurability of the spin texture at the nanoscale could be 

exploited in spintronic applications without the requirement of applied magnetic fields. 

There are different device proposals exploiting this possibility 2,5,50–52. For instance, 

storage of information could take place via the non-volatile ferroelectric material, i.e. by 

the reversibility of the ferroelectric polarization, and spin information transport could be 

exploited for computing capabilities via the lateral modulation of the spin polarization. In 

a broader context, our findings altogether are also important for other ferroelectric 

materials such as ferroelectric chalcogenides53, or even topological materials which are 

very close to a structural instability 54,55so that efficient tuning of hybridization and ioniсity 

might render them ferroelectric.  
 

Methods 

 GeTe single crystals (~15 g) were grown from the melt by direct solidification 

using a Te-enriched source containing 51 at. % Te. For this 6N pure elemental Ge and 

Te were waited in the corresponding ratio, melted in evacuated quartz cylindrical 

ampoules (20 mm x 40 mm) and then air- quenched. Further prolonged annealing was 

performed isothermally at a temperature of 500°C for a period of more than 2 months. 

For LEED, STM, XPD, XPS, ARPES and spin-resolved ARPES measurements the GeTe 

crystal was cleaved in situ along the (111) plane under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions 

and the base pressure of the experimental setups was better than 1×10-10 mbar. The 

surfaces obtained after cleavage always exhibited sharp LEED patterns 
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 For all TEM measurements, the samples were prepared by focused ion beam (FIB) 

milling on Cu grids and the top surface layer of the FIB lamellas was protected by a 

carbon layer, followed by a platinum layer deposited with the electron beam and the ion 

beam, starting with the least invasive technique. The sample was thinned in five different 

steps with decreasing voltage (from 30 to 3kV) and current (from 0.79 to 0.023 nA). The 

measurements were performed using FEI Titan aberration-corrected transmission 

electron microscopes operating at 300 kV. A double-tilt holder with Cu rings and tripod 

were used. 

 High-resolution STM studies were conducted using a commercial low-

temperature slider-type Createc microscope. All STM images were recorded at 77 K in 

constant-current mode using (001)-oriented single-crystalline tungsten tips, which were 

electrochemically etched in 2M NaOH and sharpened in UHV using co-axial argon ion 

sputtering.56 In the STM experiments the bias voltage was applied to the sample with 

respect to the electrically grounded tip.  

 The XPD data were acquired at room temperature at the PEARL (X03DA) 

beamline45 of the Swiss Light Source using linearly-polarized light. The direction 

perpendicular to the sample surface, the light polarization and the axis of the analyzer 

lens were oriented in the horizontal plane of the laboratory reference frame, while the 

entrance slit of the Scienta EW4000 electron analyzer was oriented vertically. PED maps 

were acquired by rotating the sample with polar angle steps of 1°. The acceptance 

azimuthal angle of the analyzer was restricted to ±18°. The 2D electron detector allowed 

mapping of the angular distribution with azimuthal angle steps of less than 0.5°. The polar 

angle range was 80°. The calculation of XPD patterns was done with the EDAC code.57 

R-factor calculation, its minimization procedure and error estimation are described in 

Ref.45 We calculated the influence of kinetic energy variation on the fraction of Ge-

termination using EDAC code. In detail, we simulated patterns 555.0 eV, 555.1 eV and 

556 eV. We found that the kinetic energy variation by 1 eV results in Ge-termination 

fraction by 0.4%. 1 eV is less than photon energy error provided by Pearl beamline (see 

Ref.58).  

 XPS measurements were performed at the Russian−German dipole beamline 

(RGBL) of the synchrotron light source BESSY-II at Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin. The Ge 

3d and Te 4d photoemission spectra were acquired with a hemispherical SPECS Phoibos 

150 electron energy analyzer at normal emission geometry. The electron analyzer was 

calibrated using a clean Au reference sample, while the precise photon energy was 

determined using 2nd order reflections from the monochromator. XPS spectra for all 

elements were collected at similar kinetic energies (50-400 eV) to ensure the same 

surface sensitivity for both core-levels. The corresponding SCLS are calculated from the 

bulk state, which is monitored under the variation of surface sensitivity (i.e., by changing 

the photon energy), see Supporting information Fig. S7. All core-level spectra were fitted 

by Gaussian/Lorentzian convolution functions with simultaneous optimization of the 

background parameters using the UNIFIT 2014 software.59 The background was modeled 

using a combination of Shirley and Tougaard backgrounds. 

XPS spectromicroscopy maps were obtained under ultrahigh vacuum conditions at 

a base pressure of 3 ×  10−10 mbar at the ESCA microscopy beamline of Elettra 
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synchrotron source. Ge 3d and Te 4d maps were recorded at a photon energy of 652 eV 

with a hemispherical electron analyzer equipped with a 48-channel photoelectron 

detector. By subtracting topography signal, we checked that photoemission intensity 

maps represent chemical contrast. The composition mapping was provided by focusing 

the X-ray beam to a 120 nm spot using a Fresnel zone plate. The spectra were acquired 

without a zone plate with a 70 μm diameter spot size and the energy resolution of 

250 meV. The cleanliness of the sample was carefully checked, and no contaminants 

were detected in the XPS spectra.  

 Angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) and spin-resolved ARPES measurements 

were performed with linearly-polarized light at the U125-2-PGM RGBL Undulator and 

UE112-PGM2a beamlines of BESSY-II using the RGBL-2 and ARPES 12 endstations, 

respectively. The end stations are equipped with hemispherical Scienta R4000 and R8000 

analyzers, respectively, allowing parallel detection of multiple emission angles of the 

photoelectrons up to acceptance angles of 30°. The resolutions of ARPES measurements 

were set to 10 meV (energy) and 0.3° (angular). The RGBL-2 endstation is equipped with 

a combined detector which comprises a 2D channelplate for ARPES and a Mott-type spin-

detector,60 which was operated at 25 kV. The energy and angular resolutions of spin-

resolved ARPES measurements were 45 meV and 0.75°, respectively. For positioning and 

angular orientation of samples in the experiments, a LHe-cooled 6-axis cryomanipulator 

was operated either at T=40 K or at 25 K.  

 Theoretical modeling of the surface performed within the DFT approach using the 

PW-GGA method.61 Plane-wave basis sets with a cutoff energy of Ecut = 400 eV and the 

projector augmented-wave method62 were employed as implemented in the Vienna ab 

initio Simulation Package (VASP).63–65 Surface slabs were constructed as hexagonal (1 x1 

x 4) supercells. Geometry was fully optimized. Structural relaxations were performed 

until residual forces fell below 10-3 eV×Å−1. Stopping criterion for electronic SCF 

optimization was a difference in the total energy of less than 10-4 eV between two 

consecutive iterations. Calculations were performed using Г-centered Monkhorst–Pack 

grid of 2x2x1 points. Ge 3d10 4s2 4p2, Te 5s2 5p4 orbitals were included in the valence 

electron shell. Core-level shifts were calculated in the initial-state approximation as 

variation of electrostatic potentials at the atomic centers. 66 The difference between the 

potentials for the atoms of central layer of the slab (“bulk”) and for each layer of Te-and 

Ge-terminated surface were calculated. Theoretical Ge 3d and Te 4d spectra are 

composed by several peaks corresponding to each atomic layer of the slab for Ge- or 

Te- terminations in a proportion defined by the electron kinetic energy (surface 

sensitivity) and by including experimental broadening. The spectra obtained for different 

terminations were added and their ratio was optimized to quantitatively describe the 

experimental XPS spectra.   
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